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ABs'rRACT 

The secondary teaching profession in Brazil is 

compared with the secondary teaching profes~ion in the 

United States. The role of the secondary teaching 

profession is influenced by cultural values and beliefs, as 

well as by social and economic conditions. Similarities and 

differences in the role and preparation of secondary 

teachers in Brazil and the United States are identified and 

related to the historical and cultural contexts in which 

they have developed. The role of the secondary teaching 

professions in these two cultures is examined through the 

analysis of two types of data. Historical trends and 

cultural processes which have influenced the development of 

the secondary teaching professions are identified through a 

comparison of information obtained from the education 

literature. A second body of data consisted of information 

about professional status and job satisfaction collected 

through questionnaires distributed to secondary teachers in 

Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro and Tucson, Arizona. Qualitative 

as well as quantitative techniques were used to analyze 

these data, so that cultural values and beliefs could be 

identified along with statistically significant differences 

in the teachers' responses. When historical and cultural 

factors affecting secondary education were examined, five 

major patterns were identified. These patterns were related 
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to the role of the Catholic church in education, the social 

function of education, centralization of the educational 

system, the social and political organizations shaping 

secondary education, and funding for educaiion. 

Questionnaire responses indicated that low pay was the most 

important factor affecting job satisfaction for both 

Brazilian and American secondary teachers. There were 

significant differences, however, in the social rankings of 

education related professions in the two countries. 

Brazilian teachers ranked the professions of University 

professor and elementary teachers significantly lowei than 

did the American teachers. American teachers ranked the 

profession of school principal significantly lower than did 

the Brazilian teachers. The two groups of teachers shared 

similar feelings about the effects of factors such as 

national politics and parental cooperation on their 

professions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Teaching as a profession has historically not been 

considered the equal of other professions. Howsam et al., 

(1976) pointed out that "Teachers have long proclaimed that 

teaching is a profession. They have lamented the failure 

of the society in general, and political and governmental 

agencies in particular, to grant teachers the conditions, 

privileges, and responsibilities appropriate to a 

profession" (pg. 10). In recent year~, more recognition has 

been given to the teaching profession. Myers and Gezi 

(1968) pointed out that this professionalization will bring 

social and economic rewards for educators. Th~y go on to 

say that the most impor.tant outcome of professionalization 

is that students will be assured a high quality education 

(pg. 49). Secondary education serves an important function 

for the society by preparing the students to contribute to 

the society. 

The role of the teaching profession in a society is 

influenced by the culture's values and beliefs. The 

teaching profession faces different challenges in different 

types of societies. In developed nations such as the 

United States, the teaching profession plays a different 

role than it does in a developing society such as Brazil. 

Different social and economic conditions as well as cultural 
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beliefs influence the status of the teaching profession. To 

what extent is teaching a profession? How have social and 

economic factors influenced the teaching profession? How do 

secondary teachers in the societies see their profession? 

In the education literature, there has been 

discussion of the role of the teaching profession in the 

United States of America. Less attention has been paid to 

the role of the teaching profession in Brazil. Haussman 

and Haar (1978) pointed out the lack of up-to-date 

references on Brazilian education. A review of more recent 

literature on Brazilian education has shown that researchers 

have focused on other aspects of Brazilian education rather 

than the role of the teaching profession. 

Because of the importance of the teaching profession 

in the educational system, it is important to have a current 

body of information to which researchers can refer. 

In order to understand the role of the teaching 

profession in different cultures, it is necessary to look at 

the relationship of the teaching profession to other aspects 

of the cultures in question. This type of research 

question in best answered through a comparative analysis of 

the cultural processes affecting the secondary teaching 

profession in Brazil and in the United States. Such an 

analysis will allow key factors influencing the status of 

the teaching professions and the satisfaction of the 

individual teachers to be identified. 
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statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study is to compare the teaching 

profession in Brazil with the teaching profession in the 

United States. Similarities and differences in the role and 

preparation of secondary teachers in Brazil and in the 

United States will be identified and related to the 

historical and cultural contexts in which they have 

developed. 

Objectives of the Study 

To compare: 

1) The history of secondary teaching profession in these 

two countries. 

2) Education requirements for secondary teachers. 

3) The teacher's certification process. 

4) The role of the secondary teacher as a professional and 

job satisfaction. 

5) Cultural differences in the secondary teaching 

profession. 

Significance of the Study 

This study will make contributions to the study of 

secondary education by providing a preliminary analysis of 

the secondary teaching profession in Brazil. It will also 

contribute to the exchange of ideas about the system of 

education in Brazil and the United States and the role of 

the secondary teacher in these systems. 
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Assumptions 

This study was based on the following assumptions: 

1) The teaching professions in the United States and Brazil 

are comparable. 

2) The development of the teaching profession should be 

studied in terms of its cultural context, including 

cultural values. 

3) Comparative research methods are appropriate for the 

study of the teaching profession. 

Limitations 

The following were considered limiting factors in 

this study: 

1) This comparison was concerned with the secondary 

teaching profession, not primary education. 

2) Because of the diversity of teacher certification in the 

United States~ one state - Arizona - will be compared 

with the Brazilian state of Rio de Janeiro. 

3) This dissertation is based on published materials about 

secondary education. The published material available 

on secondary teaching in Brazil is extremely limited. 

Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this dissertation, the following 

definitions were used. 

1) Teaching Profession - Howsam et al., (1976) define the 

teaching profession as "an occupationally related social 



institution established as a means of providing 

essential instructional services ••• (and) • 

enhance learning in a variety of instructional 

settings" (p. 10). 
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2) Secondary Education - In this dissertation, secondary 

education refers to programs designed to complete the 

education of students who have completed the primary and 

middle school. These institutions are known as high 

schools in the United States and the second cycle of 

education in Brazil. 

3) Job Satisfaction - Describes the individual's response 

to and feelings about their work environment, job 

performance, social status and career development. 

4) Teacher Education Requirements - Refers to the education 

courses and other training established by colleges of 

education for secondary teacher candidates and the state 

requirements for licensing. 

5) Teacher Certification - Is the process required of 

teachers in the United States in which they must satisfy 

,state requirements for general and professional 

education courses, work, or practical experience, and/or 

certain competencies. 

6) Cultural Differences in the Secondary Teaching 

Profession - Refers to the cultural beliefs, values, 

styles of communication, patterns of behavior, and the 



social environment of the American and Brazilian 

cultures. 

Organization of the Dissertation 
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In the next chapter, the design of a comparative 

analysis of secondary teaching in Brazil and the United 

States will be outlined. Two types of data will be used to 

compare and contrast the roles of the secondary teaching 

profession in these countries. The third chapter will 

review the historical and social contexts of secondary 

education and the role of the teacher. 

Data collected through the use of a questionnaire 

given to secondary teachers in Brazil and the United States 

will be presented and analyzed in Chapter 4. In the 

conclusion, the results of the study will be summarized and 

implications for the future of secondary education will be 

identified. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 

The research project described in this chapter was a 

comparative analysis of the secondary teaching professions 

in Brazil and in the United States. This topic was chosen 

because personal experience and a review of literature 

revealed little information on this subject, particularly 

about the secondary teaching profession in Brazil. This 

research is, therefore, a process of attaining knowledge; 

and the appropriate question is: Does this study contribute 

to our knowledge about the teaching profession and its 

relationship to the culture in which it exists? The results 

presented here should be judged on the basis of their 

historical validity, their syntactic relationships, and 

their logical consistency. 

A comparative approach was taken so that these 

professions can be understood in their cultural contexts. 

Because culture is a system of the interrelnted parts, in 

order to understand the working of the educational system it 

is necessary to understand the other components of the 

culture and the conditions which affect the operation of 

the system (Kimball 1979). In order to understand the role 

of the secondary teaching professions in these two cultures, 

several different types of data were collected. Information 

about history of education and development of the secondary 
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teaching professions were obtained from the education 

literature. This type of information is important in 

understanding the current role of the secondary teaching 

profession because historical and social processes have 

shaped these professions. A second body of data was 

collected through questionnaires distributed to secondary 

teachers in Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro, and Tucson, Arizona. 

These diverse bodies of data were analyzed using 

both qualitative and quantitative techniques. While simple 

statistical techniques could be used with some of the 

questionnaire data, the majority of the data will be 

presented in descriptive terms. By comparing the responses 

of Brazilian and American teachers, cultural values and 

social factors affecting these professions will be 

identified. This information will further the knowledge of 

Brazilian and American teachers. It will be up to them to 

decide what changes if any need to be made in order to 

improve these professions. 

Design of the study 

Because of the nature of the research question, a 

comparative research design was used rather than an 

experimental design. In a comparative research study the 

relationships among variables are analyzed and contrasted. 

These factors include the historical processes which have 

shaped the modern nations of Brazil and the United States, 
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and the contemporary cultural context of secondary 

teaching. contemporary factors which are related to the 

professional statures and job satisfaction of secondary 

teachers include their economic and social statuses in their 

nation's economic and social systems. 

In order to collect more detailed information about 

the contemporary situation of Brazilian and American 

secondary teachers, a questionnaire was distributed to 

teachers in selected cities in Brazil and the United States. 

Research Methods 

The use of comparative research methods is common in 

the social sciences where researchers have to make use of 

the data which are available to them. In recent years, 

educational researchers have borrowed research methods from 

social sciences, including anthropology. Kneller (1965:15) 

quotes Spindler liThe chief contribution anthropology can make 

to education is to put together a body of verified, 

empirical knowledge by analyzing different aspects of the 

educational process in its social cultural milieu." 

The data for the comparison of the historical and 

cultural contexts of secondary teaching in Brazil and in the 

United States were collected from the existing education 

literature. Because both Brazil and the United states are 

complex nation states, one state from each nation was 

selected. Because of the proximity to and availability of 
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literature on secondary education in Arizona, it was chosen 

as representative of the United States. While the history 

of Arizona and the Southwest in general is not the same as 

the eastern portion of the United States, its Hispanic 

background made it an appropriate candidate for comparison 

with Brazil. The Brazilian state of Rio de Janeiro was 

selected because information on this state was easily 

available through American library institutions. 

The data contained in the education literatur.e on 

secondary teaching in Brazil and in the United States were 

analyzed by identifying historical trends which have 

characterized the development of secondary education and the 

secondary teaching professions in Brazil and the United 

States. 

The historical data were analyzed in accordance with 

criteria set forth by Best (1959) for research in educational 

history. These criteria include: 

1) The research data must be pieced together into a 

meaningful pattern to test the hypothesis. 

2) A carefully formulated hypothesis is'also necessary, 

for it gives direction or focus to gathering and 

analysis of data. 

3) The problem must be sufficiently delimited so that a 

satisfactory analysis is possible. 



4) Data must be collected, organized, verified, validated 

and analyzed (Best 1959:85-88). 
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While there is an extensive body of literature on 

job satisfaction among American teachers, little information 

was available about job satisfaction and professional status 

of Brazilian secondary teachers. In order to collect 

information on these topics, a questionnaire was developed 

and distributed to secondary teachers in Rio de Janeiro and 

Tucson. Questionnaires were distributed to secondary 

teachers who were attending classes at the University of 

Arizona. In Rio de Janeiro, questionnaires were distributed 

to secondary teachers at the University of Petropolis and at 

a number of seocndary schools. While this was not a random 

sample of secondary teachers, the teachers to whom the 

questionnaire was distributed represented a cross section of 

the teaching profession in their respective cities. For a 

preliminary study such as this one, this type of data 

collection allows the researcher to collect a range of 

information. The population sample in Tucson, and 

Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro was comparable in educational 

training and experience. Teachers in the Tucson sample 

included those who were teaching in Grades 9 through 12 

while the Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro sample included 

individuals who taught in the second cycle or both the 

first and second cycles. 
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The questionnaire was designed after a review of 

current literature on job satisfaction in the teaching 

profession. A number of factors which have been linked to 

job satisfaction were identified. Questions concerning 

education training and experience were included in the 

questionnaire along with open-ended questions about job 

satisfaction. In addition to questions about job 

satisfaction, the questionnaire contained two questions 

which asked the teachers about the status of various 

occupations and factors which affect the teaching 

profession. Figures 1 and 2 contain samples of the 

Brazilian and American teacher questionnaires. The draft of 

the questionnaire was submitted to a panel of experts in 

educational and comparative research. The panel included 

Dr. Paul Allen, University of Arizona, Dr. William Barnes, 

University of Arizona, and Dr. Anne Reynolds, Research and 

Evaluation, Tucson Unified School District. Comments from 

the panel were incorporated into the questionnaire design. 

Data Analysis 

The responses to the Brazilian and American 

questionnaires were tabulated and analyzed in two different 

ways. Responses to the open-ended questions (1, 2, 3 v 4, 5, 

6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 16) were analyzed by codifying and 

tabulating the types of responses. Differences in the 

frequency distribution for Brazilian and American teachers 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

QUESTIONARIO 

Em que grau e serles ensina? 

Que mater las leciona? 

Em que Unlversidade voce estudou? 

Que diploma voce tern? 

Por que voc~ escolheu leclonar? 

.. , 
Voce esta fellz com sua escolha de carrelra? 

... 
QualS dos fatores abalxo, na sua oplnlao, afetaram a sua 
satlsfa~ao com 0 trabalho? 

Eaixos salarios 

!-\uitas Moras de 
trabalho 

Arr.oiente desagrad~vel 
de trabalho 

,J 
Rela~oes com outros 
professores 

Falta de seguran5a no 
trabalho 

?ouca oocrtunidade de 
promoyao no trabalho 

Baixo orest{gio da 
prof~ss-ao 

Relacoes com os 
admlnistradores da 
escola 

8. VOC~ tern urn suaundo emprego para complementar seu salarlo de 
ProfessorIal? -----------------------------------------------

9. Quantos anos faltam para voc~ se aposentar? 

10. Que beneficlos voc~ recebe como professor? (Seguro, ferias pagas, 
llcen~a por doenca, licen~a para est~do, aposentadorla)? 

11. Considerando a quantidade evo tipo de trabalho que voce tern, q~antc 
ganha urn professor em rela7ao a outras profissoes? 

Figure 
3razllian Teachar Questionnaire 
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12. Como seus arnigos, que nao sao professores, veern a profissao do Professor? ___________________________________________________________ __ 

13. Per favor, use urn asteriseo (WI para classificar 0 prestlgio das 
segu~ntes profissoes: 

Contador 
Advogado 

Secretar~o 

Prof. Secundario 
Enfermel.ro 

Caixa de Banco 
I 

Pr:lf. Prirnario 

Chofer de TaXl 

Prof. de Universidade 

Diretor de Escola 

I 

I 

I 

MUlTO 
11.1"'0 -

I 

i 

ALTO MEDIO 

I 

BAIXO 
MUlTO 
BAIXO 

14. Quan~o os factores citados abaixo, afetarn a educacao secundar~a? 

Ocort~n~dades 
cromocao 

limi tadas de 

Salario baixo 

PolJ~tica estadual e nacional 

Falta de material de ensino 

Coooeracao dos pais 

Falta de ~nteresse dos 
professores em continuar 
sua educac;ao 

!>IUITO 

I 
I 

I 

I 

:JM 
:loueo -- ~ADA 

I 
I 

-

15. As organizayoes e sindicatos de professores tern trabalhado no 
sentl.do de rnelhorar a pos~yao de prest~g~o do Professor Secundarl.o? 

Figure 1, cont. 

Brazilian Teacher Questionnaire 
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. How long have you been a teacher? 

2. At what school do you teach? 

3. 'what grade and subject(s) do you teach? 

4. What university did you attend? 

5. What degree(s) do you hold? 

6. \'Ihy did you choose the profession of secondary teaching? 

7. Are you happy with your choice of profession? 

8. Which of these factors do you think have affected your job 
satisfaction: 

Low pay 

Long hours 

Unpleasant working 
environment 

Relationship with 
fellow teachers 

Lack of job security 

Low ?restige 

Little opportunity 
for ?romotion 

Relationship with 
school administrators 

9. Do you have a second (or summer) job to supplement your teaching salary? ____________________________________________________________ __ 

10. To qualify for retirement benefits, how long do you have to teach? 

11. what benefits do you receive as a secondary teacher (insurance, 
paid vacation, sick leave, retirement? 

12. Considering the amount and type of work you do, how well paid do 
you think secondary teachers are, compared to other professions? 

Figure 2 

American Teacher Questionnaire 
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13. How do you think your friends who are not teachers view the 
teaching profession? 

14. Please rank the following occupations according to the amount of 
prestige they have: 

Accountant 

La'ilyer 
Secretarv 

Secondary School 
Teacher 
Nurse 
Bank Teller 

Elementary School 
Teacher 
Taxi Driver 
Universitv professor 

School Princioal 

VERY 
HIGH HIGH MEDIUM LOW 

I 

15. How much effect do you think the followlng factors have on 

secondary education? 

!-IUCH SOME LTTTLE -
Opportunities for limi ted 
promotion 
Low salarv 

State and national politics 

Lack of teaching materials 
and orooer facilities 

Cooj)era tion from_Rarents 

Lack of interest by teachers 
in continuinq their education 

VERY 
LOW 

r:ONE 

16. How effective do you think secondary education~l organizations and 
unions have been in improving the status of secondary education? 

Figure 2, cont. 

American Teacher Questionnaire 

26 
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were then identified. The responses to Questions 8, 14, and 

15 were tabulated for the Brazilian and American samples and 

analyzed with several statistical techniques. Techniques 

used included chi square and t-tests. 

In addition to quantitative analyses of the data, 

qualitative methods were also used. The attitudes which the 

respondents revealed through their answers to the open~ended 

questions were identified for the Brazilian and American 

samples. The attitudes of the Brazilian and American 

teachers were compared and contrasted. Of particular 

interest, were attitudes toward the status of the secondary 

teaching profession and their job satisfaction. These 

attitudes were interpreted in the context of the Brazilian 

and American economic and social systems. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS OF SECONDARY 
TEACHING IN BRAZIL AND IN THE UNITED STATES 

In order to understand the differences between 

secondary education and the role of the secondary teaching 
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professional in Brazil and the United States, the historical 

processes which shaped these professions must be understood. 

As these nations developed, they were influenced by 

different social and economic factors. These differences 

are reflected in the contemporary social contexts of 

secondary education in these two countries. Teacher 

education programs and current certification requirements 

for secondary teachers differ in these two countries and 

indicate that the secondary teaching profession plays a 

different role in the two educational systems. 

History of Education in Brazil 

From the Colonial Period, when the Jesuits 

established schools in Brazil to its development as a modern 

nation, the educational system has been an important part of 

the Brazilian social system. 

The Colonial Period (1549 - 1822) 

For the first two hundred years of Brazilian 

history, the Jesuits were responsible for the educational 

system. The Brazilian colonial economy was based on 
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agriculture and 51ave labor. Education was for the sons of 

the rural aristocracy in order to prepare them to assume 

their role as a head for the family, business administrator 

and member of the colonial elite. Instruction was held at 

the Jesuits' seminaries and stressed religious studies and 

philosophy. Haussman and Haar described Jesuit instruction 

as "dogmatic, authoritarian, abstract" (1978:31). They went 

on to say that the Jesuits' system emphasized rote learning 

and encyclopedism. 

The goal of Jesuit instruction was to produce 

individuals who were literary and humanistic scholars. The 

Jesuits were not interested in science at alIi instead, they 

were concerned with the development of individuals as 

critical thinkers and intellectuals. Rommanelli pointed out 

that this system of education was completely removed from 

the reality of colonial life (1984:34). While the Jesuits 

made an enormous contribution to the education of the 

Indians in Brazil, they were concerned with European thought 

and culture rather than the needs of the Brazilian society. 

There was general discontent with the type of education 

provided by the Jesuits which concentrated on religious 

doctrine. When faced with an economic crisis, the elite 

realized that the Jesuit education had not prepared them to 

resolve the type of problems that they were encountering. 

When Prime Minister Pombal of Portugal took office in 1759, 



he removed the Jesuits of the responsibility for the 

education system in Brazil. 
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After the Jesuits were expelled, the education 

system had new objectives. Subjects such as physics, 

geometry, medicine, economics, agriculture, chemistry, 

design and mechanical drawing were introduced to the 

curriculum. Also, courses were created to prepare public 

administrators and military officers (Haussman and Haar 

1978:31). There were many difficulties in forming a new 

system of education. It was 13 years before the new system 

took shape. The rural aristocrats who had graduated from 

the Jesuit colleges became the first lay teachers. 

Education in Brazil continued to show the influence of the 

Jesuits' philosophy which provided education for the elite. 

However, other social classes began to see education as a 

means of social mobility. 

The Empire Period (1822 - 1889) 

The Colonial Period came to an end in 1822 when Don 

Pedro I declared Brazil independent of Portugal. During the 

Empire Period which followed the Colonial Period, the 

educational system continued to expand. The constitution of 

1824 guaranteed universal education but limited resources 

prevented a system of free public education from being 

established. The educational system focused on preparatory 

studies for admission to one of the professional schools. 
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Haussman and Haar stated that "Undoubtedly, the most 

important educational law was the Additional Act of 1834. 

Primary and secondary education were decentralized, 

organizationally and administratively, with responsibility 

assigned to the provinces. Higher education was left to the 

federal government" (1978:32). 

During the Empire Period, several educational 

advancements were introduced to the Brazilian system. The 

first normal school was created, the first official 

secondary school was established, primary schools expanded, 

and agriculture and vocational schools we~e introduced. 

However, education was still primarily for the elite. 

Illiteracy during this period was never lower than 85 

percent. The humanistic orientation of Jesuit education was 

still an influence on educational philosophy and curriculum. 

Law schools replaced the Jesuit seminaries as training 

grounds for the members of the elite classes (Haussman and 

Haar 1978:32). 

Other reforms were attempted during the 

administration of Governor Marechal Hermes da Fonseca. The 

Lei Organica Revadavia Correia (Organic Law of Rivadavia 

Correia) removed freedom and autonomy from the educational 

system with disastrous results (Romanelli 1984:42). An 

exception was the reformer Carlos Maxmiliano who recognized 

the teaching profession and reorganized the Colegio Pedro 

II, developing regulations governing entrance to schools of 
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higher education. The reform of Rocha which took place 

during the government of Artur Bernardes, in 1925, was the 

last attempt during this period to regulate the education 

system. This reform attempted to create for the first time 

agreement between the state and the Union in order to 

improve primary education and eliminate the preparatory exam 

that had been inherited from the Empire Period. 

All attempts to reform the education system were 

frustrated because they were not comprehensive and well

organized. According to Fernando Azevedo, from a cultural 

and pedagogical point of view, the Republic Period was a 

revolution that did not realize its potential because the 

intellectual reform was not strong enough to overcome the 

humanistic training of the rural aristocracy and the new 

oligarchy (1953:134). Because the political and economic 

system remained in the hands of the elite classes, the 

educational system changed very little. 

The Vargas Era (1930 - 1946) 

In 1930, a revolution took place,in which Getulio 

Vargas came to power. Education was one of the primary 

concerns of the government during the Vargas administration. 

The Associa9io Brasileira da Educap;o and Escola Nova were 

two groups of educators who suggested ideas for teaching 

and curriculum organization. These groups were organized in 

the early twentieth century and had been working for reform 
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of the education system since 1922. The Ezcola Nova 

advocated the educational philosophy of John Dewey which 

viewed the schools as a means for social and political 

changes (Haussman and Haar 1978:34-35). Francisco Campos 

was appointed Minister of Education and Health and, in 1931, 

introduced a series of laws under Minister Campos. Many of 

the reforms suggested by the ABE and Escola Nova were 

implemented. In April 1931, a National Council of Education 

was created by Decreto no 19.890. The system of secondary 

education was reorganized. Two cycles of secondary 

education were created, a five year basic in~t~uctional 

cycle for all students and a two year preparatory course for 

students going on to professional studies. Campos wanted 

the Brazilian youth to be well-rounded individuals and 

productive members of society as well as to prepare them for 

a professional degree. In April of 1932, the reforms of the 

secondary education system introduced a year earlier were 

reinforced and strengthened. 

In 1937, Vargas abolished the Congress and 

established a dictatorship: The Estado Novo. During the 

Estado Novo, the educational changes proposed under Minister 

Campos were reversed. Universal education was guaranteed in 

the Estado Novo but all education was aimed at serving the 

needs of the state. Political concerns replaced the earlier 

emphasis on educational reform. The new Minister of 

Education, Gustavo Campanema, reorganized the system of 
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education and instituted a rigid federal system of education 

with a homogeneous curriculum throughout the country 

(Haussman and Haar 1978:36). The new system of secondary 

education consisted of a four year primary cycle and a 

secondary cycle which was subdivided into the classics and 

sciences. 

While the Vargas government had many progressive 

ideas about education, they were unable to put many of them 

into practice. Like earlier periods of Brazilian Education, 

the Vargas period failed to realize its goals. 

The Postwar Democratic Period (1946 - 1964) 

After World War II, Vargas was overthrown and 

democratic republic was reestablished in 1946 with Eurico 

Dutra as President. The new Minister of Education, Clemente 

Mariane formed a commission to develop a national education 

plan. The goal of this commission was to develop a 

comprehensive educational plan to modernize and decentralize 

the educational system. A major educational bill was 

submitted to the Congress in 1948. There was much 

discussion about the reform proposed in this measure among 

educators and the general public. Thirteen years later, the 

"Lei (law) of Diretrizes e Bases of National Education" or 

the LDB was finally passed in a watered-down version. Once 

again the educational system was decentralized with both a 

federal and a state system. The LDB created a Federal 
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Education Council to monitor all levels of education and set 

the curricula for all college degree programs (Haussman and 

Haar 1978:36-38). Under the LDB, middle level education was 

divided into a four year first cycle and a three year 

second cycle, comparable to secondary education in the 

United states. Middle level schools offered three 

programs - academic, teacher training, and technical. The 

purpose of the teacher training program was to prepare 

teachers for elementary schools but many students enrolled 

in it to prepare for a higher education degree in education. 

Middle level teachers then attended the university in 

faculties of philosophy and letters or faculties of 

education. Students who concentrated in education subjects 

received the license which qualified them to teach in middle 

level schools (Harrell 1970:9-13). 

Secondary Education in the United States 

Because the state of Arizona has been selected as an 

example, this chapter will review the history of education 

from the perspective of the American Southwest. Most 

histories of education focus on the development of 

educational institutions in the New England colonies and 

post-revolutionary United States. 

This section will begin with a discussion of 

education in Spanish America. Under the treaty of Guadalupe 

Hildalgo, ·signed in 1848, the territory of the American 
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Southwest was acquired by the United States. In order to 

understand the development of secondary education in the 

newly acquired territory, secondary education in the United 

States at this time will be described. In 1912, Arizona 

became one of the United States and the educational system 

of Arizona became part of the larger American educational 

system. During the twentieth century, secondary education 

has undergone a number of changes, which have been reflected 

in the secondary educational system of Arizona. 

Education in Spanish America (1539 - 1848) 

The first Spaniards entered into what is now Arizona 

in 1539 when Estevan led Fray Marcos de Niza and his party 

across the mountains into the San Pedro River Valley. 

Colonization of the American Southwest did not begin until 

1598 when Juan de Onate was awarded the right to colonize 

this area. Spanish colonization was concentrated along the 

Rio Grande in what is now central New Mexico. The Jesuits 

arrived in New Spain in the 1570's and were responsible for 

missionary activities in the northwest region of New Spain, 

which is now the states of Arizona and New Mexico. This 

area was always frontier territory for the Spanish. 

Institutions, including schools, did not take a firm hold in 

this territory (Blackmar 1981:8). Most of what is now 

Arizona was known as the Pimeria Alta, which was explored by 

Father Eusebio Kino. Kino established missions for the 
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Indian tribes of this area. The first mission was built at 

Dolores in 1687 for the Upper Pimas. In addition to the 

introduction of new agricultural techniques and Christianity 

to the Indians, the Jesuits established schools for the 

Indians. The primary focus of these schools in the frontier 

areas was to instruct the Indians in the catchecism and 

religious doctrine of the Catholic Church. 

To the south, in the Valley of Mexico, the Jesuits 

established a far more elaborate system of education. Pedro 

de Gante was the leader of the educational community in 

Mexico City. Under his direction, a system of primary and 

secondary schools was established. These institutions 

educated the children of the Spanish colonists, mestizos, 

and Indian tribes near the city. Because the Indians were 

illiterate, the missionaries used several techniques to 

instruct their Indian students. They selected certain 

students to memorize oral accounts, used pictures to 

illustrate Catholic doctrine, and staged pantomime plays. 

Similar techniques were most likely used by the Jesuit 

missionaries in the frontier territory (Jacobson SJ 1983:37-

55). 

Little information is available about the education 

available for children of the Spanish and Mexican settlers 

in the area that is now Arizona. Most likely, they were 

educated at horne by their parents or sent to schools in the 

Valley of Mexico or back to Spain. The situation with 
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regard to education in this area changed little after 

Mexican independence in 1821. This area remained a frontier 

for the Mexican government which lacked the manpower to 

establish political or economic control of this region. 

Therefore, education remained a haphazard and unorganized 

system, administered at the local level, if at all. The 

history of education in Arizona as an organized system did 

not begin until it became an American territory in 1848. 

Education in the United States (1849 - 1911) 

The educational system of the United States, during 

the last half of the nineteenth century, had developed 

under the influence of the European education tradition and 

the democratic ideas of the American colonists. Before 

1812, education in the United States was primarily conducted 

by religious organizations, with the exception of a few 

pri vate aC,ademies and free school societi'es. After the War 

of 1812, educational leaders such as Horace Mann stressed 

the need for a free public school system. The first 

American high school opened in 1821 and was called the 

English Classical Schools of Boston. In 1827, Massachusetts 

became the first state to require high schools in cities 

with 500 or more families. These high schools were 

primarily for the sons of middle class families who needed 

specialized training to prepare them for a career. The 
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curriculum included history, bookkeeping, geometry, algebra, 

and surveying (Pulliam, 1976:54-63). 

The period after the Civil War saw the development 

of the modern American school system, including junior high 

schools and special education. By 1873, all states of the 

union had laws providing for a state school system, taxes 

for school maintenance, and state control over schools. The 

American public high school became common in all states of 

the union and began to offer both traditional college 

preparatory and vocational programs. In 1892, the National 

Education Association appointed a committee of ten to 

examine the high school curriculum and suggest new methods, 

standards, and programs. In 1902, the North Central 

Association had set standards for accreditation of high 

schools and requirements for high school graduation (Pulliam 

1976:79-79). 

Arizona and New Mexico became territories of the 

United States in 1848 when the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 

was signed at Queretaro, Mexico, on May 30, ending the 

Mexican American War. Arizona was organized as a separate 

territory on February 24, 1863, and the first territorial 

legislature met at Prescott on September 26, 1984. A 

message from territorial governor Goodwin said: "One of 

the most interesting and important subjects that will engage 

your attention is the establishment of a system of common 

schools" (Weeks 1918:9). 
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In 1867, the territorial legislature provided for 

the establishment of school districts by county boards of 

supervisors. In spite of the legislature's attempts to 

establish a common school system, no action had been taken 

by the cities or counties in Arizona in 1870 when the United 

states Bureau of Education was unable to locate any schools 

established according to the law of 1867 (Hull 1933:6). In 

1867, the territory of Arizona had only 9,581 people in an 

area of more than 113,000 square miles, which made it 

difficult to establish schools for such a scattered 

constituency. 

Public education in Arizona did not actually begin 

until A.P.K. Safford presented a bill to the legislature 

which authorized school boards and county boards of 

supervisors to levy school taxes. The first public schools 

in the territory were opened in Tucson in 1869. The school 

was a one room adobe building in which 25 Mexican boys were 

instructed by Augustus Brichta. The first public school in 

Phoenix opened in 1870 and, by 1879, there were schools in 

all of the large communities in Arizona lHull 1933:8-11). 

The first sign of secondary education appeared in 

the territory of Arizona during the 1880 - 1881 school year. 

In that year, the principal of the public schools of the 

city of Tucson reported that the schools included a high 

school which had a three year program of literary and 

scientific courses. This high school was not a separate 
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school but, a department within the Tucson public school. 

Other communities such as Tombstone and Prescott also had 

high schools. While some communities in Arizona established 

high schools, the first law governing secondary education 

was not passed until 1895. In 1885, the legislature created 

a board of examiners to establish rules and regulations for 

teachers' examinations. 

The first high school in Arizona established 

according to the law of 1895 was the Phoenix Union High 

School. It offered three courses of study: a four year 

Latin course, a four year English course and a three year 

business course. No other high schools were established 

until 1900. Between 1900 and 1905, high schools were opened 

in Mesa, Prescott, Clifton, and Morenci. 

The legal high school was not established in Tucson 

until 1906. While high school work had begun in Tucson in 

1880, a high school was not established according to the 

1895 law until 1906. Previously, some high school work was 

done in the preparatory department at the University of 

Arizona. By the 1910 - 1911 school year, there were 

13 high schools in the territory with an average attendance 

of 1,087 (Hull 1933:12-26). 

Secondary Education in the United States (1912 - 1944) 

Since the end of the first world war, American 

education has expanded at all levels. The most significant 
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changes during this time were an educational philosophy 

based on social as well as individual objectives as seen in 

the progressive education and social reconstruction 

movements~ expansion of educational psychol~gy and learning 

theory~ diversification of educational institutions to 

include junior high schools, junior colleges, night schools 

and correspondence courses; increased educational research; 

and an increase in attendance at all levels and an extension 

of the years of formal education for the average student. 

The high school was probably the educational institution 

which saw the most growth during this time period. In 1911, 

the National Education Association committee on the 

organization of secondary education developed the cardinal 

principles of secondary education, which stressed guidance, 

a wide range of subjects, adaptation of courses' content and 

teaching methods to the needs of the students, and flexible 

administration and organization. High schools became 

comprehensive institutions which included vocational 

preparation, health and citizenship courses, and ethical 

deve~opment as well as academic preparation (Pulliam 

1976:107-116). 

The New Deal of F.D. Roosevelt increased federal 

participation in American education. Legislation passed 

during Roosevelt's administration subsidized teachers' 

salaries, established nursery schools for children of women 

working in defense plants, provided loans for schools and 
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library construction, and established the forerunner of the 

school lunch program. 

Arizona became a state in 1912 and the new state 

constitution gave the legislature power to establish a 

uniform school system, including normal schools, 

universities, industrial schools and schools for the deaf 

and blind. Charles o. Case was elected the first 

superintendent of public instruction for the state of 

Arizona. During the early years, many of Arizona's teachers 

were untrained ranch wives who had graduated from the eighth 

grade and had passed the teachers' exam. In 1920, there 

were 282 one-teacher schools scattered through the state. 

Road improvements under the Public Works Administration of 

the New Deal administration made it possible to consolidate 

many of these one room schools. By 1940, there were only 

128 of these schools left. In 1927, the two state normal 

schools were changed into two teachers' colleges. Since 

1921, high school teachers have been required to have a 

bachelor's degree for certification. In 1936, elementary 

teachers were required to have a masters' degree or 30 

graduate hours of credit for a permanent, or standard, 

teaching certificate. 

American Education Since World War II (1945 - 1960) 

During World War II, the federal government 

continued its involvement in American education. Loans were 
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given to students majoring in subjects needed in the wartime 

effort. Congress passed legislation compensating school 

districts for children of military and defense personnel. 

After the war, surplus property was turned over to schools. 

The GI Bill passed in 1944 made it possible for large 

numbers of veterans to attend colleges and universities. 

After the Soviet Union launched the first space 

satellite, the United States reacted by passing the National 

Defense Education Act in 1958 to strengthen American science 

education. The act provided loans for teacher education as 

well as funds for laboratory and science equipment (Pulliam 

1976:122-123). 

Education in Arizona was also affected by the 

aftereffects of World War II. Arizona's education system 

went through a period of rapid growth as large numbers of 

veterans enrolled in Arizona's universities under the GI 

Bill. Following the war, large numbers of veterans moved to 

Arizona bringing increased numbers of children to Arizona's 

schools. There was a shortage of certified teachers for 

these students and schools resorted to double sessions, 

portable classrooms, and prefabricated buildings to handle 

the increased enrollment. Also, the increase in Arizona's 

population brought the first sizable Black population to 

the state. Previous state law had required separate schools 

in any district with eight or more Negro children. Most 

districts did not have enough Black children to require such 
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schools until the 1940's. Arizona was one of the first 

states to attempt to desegregate its schools. Schools 

separated by race were abolished in 1951 under the direction 

of Tucson Unified District Superintendent Robert Morrow but 

as later years would reveal, this did not eliminate 

segregation (Nilsen Ferry and Evans 1985:77-80). 

The Civil Rights Movement - Education in the 
United States (1960 - 1985) 

The civil rights movement which took place in the 

United States during the 1960's had a number of effects on 

American education. The federal government, under the 

administration of John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson became 

involved in a number of educational issues. Johnson's war 

on poverty included the Head Start program which provided 

preschool education for disadvantaged children. The 

Elementary and Secondary Education Act which was passed in 

1965 provided federal funds for textbooks and other 

instructional materials. Other federal legislation passed 

during this period mandated bilingual education, special 

education and supported equal education for women, minority 

students and handicapped persons. 

In 1960, Arizona had 615 public schools and 22 

private schools. By 1980, there were 861 public schools in 

Arizona and 484 private schools, half of which were 

preschools and kindergartens. During this time, Arizona 

received large amounts of federal aid to education, 
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especially for programs for bilingual education and special 

education. The Arizona State Legislature passed laws 

establishing mandatory schooling through the tenth grade and 

requiring teachers to pass a basic skills competency test 

before certification (Nilsen, Ferry and Evans 1985:105). 

Teacher Training and Certification 
in Brazil and the United States 

Secondary Teacher Education in Brazil 

The republic of Brazil is made up of 22 states and 5 

territories. Most states have a federal university and 

state university as well as a number of p~ivate 

universities. Public universities have faculties (Colleges) 

of education in which secondary education students enroll. 

In universities which do not have a faculty of education, 

education students enroll in the faculty of philosophy and 

letters. 

There are two programs of study in which a secondary 

education student may enroll. The "curta duracao" (short 

course) is equivalent to four semesters of study in an 

American university. Graduates of the curta dura9ao are 

able to teach in the primary or first cycle only. The 

second course of study, the "plena dura{ao" (long course), 

is equivalent to eight semesters in an American university. 

Lei 5.692/71 which was passed in 1971 states that 

the academic curriculum for teacher training programs should 
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encourage recognition of the cultural differences among the 

regions of Brazil, should meet the objectives of each level 

of education, and include areas of study and activities to 

enhance the development of students at each level. 

Students in secondary education may concentrate 

their program of study in a particular subject such as 

chemistry or they may take courses in a broader field of 

study such as the sciences. Programs of study in a faculty 

of education or a faculty of philosophy and letters include 

a number of education theory and methods courses as well as 

subject area courses. Individuals who have received a 

bachelor's degree from another faculty within the university 

must complete additional education courses before they can 

be certified to teach (Bregon 1985:231-233). 

Teacher Certification in Brazil 

In order to teach in a secondary school in Brazil, 

one must obtain a "registro professional" (professional 

registration) from the Minister of Education and Culture. 

In addition to completing university course work in 

secondary education, prospective teachers must pass a 

proficiency exam. Professional registrations are issued in 

three categories. Category L licenses are given to those 

who have completed the "curta durar~o" and the "plena 

dura(i~o". Candidates who have completed the "curta dura(ao" 

are licensed to teach in the primary cycle while those who 
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had completed "plena duracao" are licensed to teach both the 
I 

primary and secondary cycles. Other candidates are given 

licenses in category S which indicates that they have passed 

a professional exam in the area of study they wish to teach. 

Individuals who hold category S licenses are allowed to 

teach only in those areas lacking qualified teachers 

(Ibid:234). 

Public Universities in Brazil 

With a few minor differences, the program of study 

for university students who wish to be secondary teachers is 

the same at all the federal universities in Brazil. A 

student may choose to specialize in a particular subject 

matter or may obtain a degree from the faculty of philosophy 

and letters. For comparative purposes, the course 

requirements for a degree in pedagogy will be summarized. 

Programs of study offered at the federal 

universities include both a "curta dura9ao" of 80 credits 
oJ 

and a "plena dura9ao" of 160 credits. A student has a 

minimum of seven years to complete the program of study of 

the plena duraT~o. The first two semesters make up the 

"primeiro ciclo". Students going on to a specialty in 

pedagogy must complete 48 credits in humanities during the 

primeiro ciclo. These courses include Portuguese I and II, 

Introduction to Sociology, Introduction to Economics, 
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Introduction to Philosophy, Introduction to Psychology, and 

Introduction to Education, and a foreign language. 

After completing the primeiro ciclo, the student 

moves on to the "ciclo professional". During the ciclo 

professional, the student must take courses in several areas 

including school administration (5 courses), school 

supervision (12 courses), school counseling (10 courses), 

and school inspection (5 courses). For a complete list of 

required courses, see Figure 3. An internship is required 

in each of the four basic areas. 

Private University Programs in Brazil 

The Catholic University of Petropolis in Rio de 

Janeiro offers programs of study which allow students to 

specialize in an area of study, such as science, or to 

concentrate on a particular subject within that area, such 

as mathematics. For purposes of comparison, three programs 

of study will be reviewed: Licenciatura em Letras 

Portuguese - Ingles, Licenciatura em History, and 

Licenciatura em Ciencias - Mathematicas (Portuguese and 

English, History, Mathematics). 

Students in all programs take general education 

courses and secondary education courses as well as courses 

in their area of study. General education courses include 

classes in Portuguese, English, Sociology, Introduction to 

Philosophy, Logic and Methods, physical education and 



School Supervision 

Structure and Function of the First Cycle 

Structure and Function of the Second Cycle 

Curriculum and Programs 

Structure and Function of Teaching the First Cycle 

Principles and Methods of School Supervision 

Supervision of First Cycle Schools 

Supervision of Second Cycle Schools 

Internship in First Cycle School Supervision 

Education Counseling 

Psychology of Learning 

Psychology and Personality 

Applied Educational Statistics 

Principles and Methods of Educational Counseling 

Counseling in the First Cycle 

Educational Mediation 

Counseling in the Second Cycle 

Clinical Speech 

School Counseling Internship 

Figure 3 
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School Administration 

Principles and Methods of School Administration 

School Administration - First Cycle 

School Administration - Second Cycle 

Internship in School Administration 

School Inspection 

Principles and Methods of School Supervision 

Legislation of Teaching 

School Inspection - First Cycle 

School Inspection - Second Cycle 

Internship in School Inspection 

Figure 3, cont. 
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religion-and moral sciences. Secondary education courses 

required of all future secondary teachers include two 

semesters of the Structure and Function of Secondary 

Teaching and two semesters of Internship in Teaching in 

their area of study. Depending on their area of study, 

students take 31 to 38 courses in their chosen field. This 

is equivalent to 93 to 114 semester hours. For example, 

students who obtain a licenciatura em Letras in the areas of 

Portuguese and English take eight courses in each language, 

as well as three courses in Latin and two in linguistics. 

They also take courses in Portuguese, English, and Brazilian 

Literature. See Figure 4 for complete course requirements 

for this degree. 

Students in the program to obtain a licenciatura 

in History must take courses in physical and cultural 

anthropology and Brazilian ethnography as well as courses in 

different historical specialties. They take two semesters 

of ancient history, two semesters of medieval, and one 

semester of modern history. In addition, they are required 

to take four semesters of American history, four semesters 

of Brazilian history, two semesters of Economics, one 

semester of the economic history of Brazil, and two 

semesters of the history of political and social ideas. 

Research and methodology courses in this program include 

introduction to historical studies, the general theory of 
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qu~ !~m gue cumpnr pua ob:er se\l diploma Vj anotando su .. media final, mas ;apenas qUJ.r,d" 
fe" aprovado. Dest. i"rm~ .. '5 =I;arO$ eXlstentes illJicu~o .i primeira vist;a ;as duciplin.as que ;ain· 
,i. Cera qu~ 'UnlFMr N .. coh:na cOr.'cspondenre .ao peri..,do . .1"ote ;aqueJe em '1ue t'oi aprovado; 
i>tC' ' .• ,dirar,' ~ vC!1ti"a~~o de qual'luer ,l'.:viJ. pOHcnor 

2. () ';·."r:·culu c aprcseatJdo com um,. sUgcHSO de prrluciiz:1"~o; a Universid.ade 

~"""'t:r" ~::mi';a;bi:iJ~dc .::Ie hnrario. em c3d .• cur:na. p.r •• IS .::I:~ciplin .. s por dol progr:tm.J.a\ 
polr" ,:"d., pCrh1dQ 

3. n ,;uno p('Id" mJ:r~c~lar lC for ... ~.1 peliudit.\"" respeic .. Jo. os pre.requisitos; 
~l." ""'s;e tJ"J .1 lJnivcIsl,I"Oe ncio pode garantlr a comp~l.bllidade de hor.irio 

4 (: .l!llIlu np\'"'' ;umprir 0 .utricull) '1ue >c .. ,:,1.r em visor .0 m.tricul:u se na 
UIIIVC::idll:" ,.I'.Jj~lJer .lre"",:il) ~urnr.\:!ar J!';3n~., lI"rm.llrn~Il:~ apenas us J.luno~ que ingrcssa 

Icn~ .1 p:utir J'J :Jnd SL:guiotc. C l1.it) '-.c: '!lil.' J.i tcnh.un inido.iJo 0 curso S"mentt! em ClSO:\ 

c.~C'F':\ll" .. i5. p',r tm~0$,c;jr' !el(Jl. podcr.io dS al:cr~~oes n::lt\ir ramnem os curriculos ja 
uIH::.ldos. 

5. (J curr,culo dc'''c ser cump".!" d~l\tro Jo pr.zo molXimo est;abdecido pdo 
C Fl::. sob penol de jubil.a~~o do .. Iuno 

6. CoUll i:Herrompa (,} curoo por tempo toll que ao retom.i 10 levari .. para conclui·lo 
espa~" de tempo 1.01 pum dol priinelra matricul.1 no cuno; mai('}r que (,} maxImo nonnalmente 
p~rmltrdo. ~.,IIC'llt ae> CONCEPE rC'I15~o de curriculo' calve:!. devol cumpdI currlculo di(erence 
do \lucrai e (uer ~s ~dat.~Oes neces..ir • .as 

7 0 sistema dr. crcdlLO< far 'ltt.a .0 aluno. que e reprovado em uma ou molLs diJ· 
clplina •. seg'oIi. 3dl.lntc em seu curso. poc ':ldo assim (e'~uperar 0 tempo perd'do com as repro· 
v~~6es quc softcu: mas .apen.a. cob condlt;:ao de respettar os pro requisitos e 0 limite miu:imo 
de matricula por jleriodo Cilia contrano comente podera comp/etar 0 cuno em ~o 
de tempo malor que 0 dil program~io iniciul. 

8 0 aluno que se matricula por transfer';ncia teri seu currlculo anterior mali· 
Soldo I,do CONCEPE. que (he credita as disclpliruu que estiverem de .cordo com 0 CWT{CU 

10 dol UCP, ou equivalentes. e determllla 0 rest;lnte do caminho a cumprir. 

Figure ·4 
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CURR'-CULQ.EXIGIDO 
CURRltUI.O! 
CUMPRIOQ 1 

N!l COOIGOI ~ISCIPLINA 
'1EOUISITO 

PER, NOTA I 
PRE CO FI~ALi 

; . 
1 '? f!:Fl"ODO =8- I 

I 2310140 Lingua Po'tuguesa , ..... ~---
:2 2310940 Lingu~ In9i.,a i ------
3 2230140 SociOloqia Ga'al _. __ ... --
4 2220140 I IntroeL/cdo ~ FI:o,ot,; J .I- --

I 
5 :2222~30 ! L6glCll e r,le:odoiogia _ I I 

I .-
6 2230520 i E:'h .• do de Proele:""1as Srasileiros I ·C-- --

I 7 2:;3~910 Cente·enei.s de Accnse'''u",gnto ----- -t __ I 8 !221OI:O! Cjencl~s "'"rail e Religlosal , --- I 
I 

I J I I 
1 I I 

i 
I 

2: ?E:'(CDC I i , 
i231 0240 : 

, 
i 9 !...("'~ua POftugueu " i 10 12311040 : Lingua l~gle5a ;' 1 2 ---
1 11 2312:;30, V"gua WlllM I -- I 

I 12 1231 :)030 ; Lj'ngu i"St!C3 1-.--- 1 I -
I IJ 2320150 I I ntfOaucao ~ i..ueratura 1 

I 14 !nJOS20 I Estudo de p'obl~"".as 9rasileinol III .1--- _I 
I 15 

1
2210

:1:10 i C,ancias ~lerail e ReligilJl&I II --- 1 -- - .... -. I 
I I 

! 3~ ;0:'1(000 I 
12310340 I 16 Lingua p.,rtuguCH ". -- I 

17 
r311130 Lin:tua ingle!.3 III-- I 

18 2312640 • Lingua Larina II --------- -.'- -'-_. -------~ 19 _ 232~030 I L, !era!ura I n~lesa I --- I 

~D '2320540 LI~erarur., ?c~tu9uesa I i , 
~ :1 2Jl:'~30 I J:i.otogie ROIT'.anica I I 

; I --.t-1 I 22 2313130, Li"gu"s~le, 1/ 1 1 I 
! 23 ~210320 Ciane,as :\1or:1I5 e Relogiosas ill I - ! 

47 PE,,(COO 

2.1 2::!'0440 Li"sua PortuguAS.l IV -- I-_L f---- r---f--
25 2311230 Lingua Ingle18 III -- I 

26 12:l1~740 Lin']U5 La:ino II~ --.---- 1 
, 

27 2321130 LI Ce"3tur3 fngittsa U +....L.... 
26 2320740 L,terarura PortUguesa It 1_- - f-- ---
29 2313330 Filolcg,a Romaniea II 1 --,-
30 2210420 Cieneia, Mora,s e Reh9'osas 

hi _____ 

Figure 4, cont. 
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CURRICULa EXIGI DO 
CURRII:ULO 
CUMPRIOO 

REOUISITO 
PER. 'ljOT~~ 

N!l COOIGO OISCIPLINA PRI! rr !'INA 

5~ ?ER(OOO 

31 231054C Ungua Portuguna V 
, 

I 
:32 2311330 Ungllo1 Ingell.] V 

, I 

:;3 23212301 Uteratura InglllSa II I 1 
, 

34 232U8301 Literarura Ponu!7-'1ISa \II 1 

35 
12320240 Literlltum Sralileira I 1 ; 

:36 25310.:301 Psicc;ogi. ". Educ.c';o 111 ! 
37 251 13:)Oi Diddtica V r 
3E i 2210820j Ciancias MornlS c Rehgiosas VIII I 

I I I 

I I j 6~ PERIGOO 

39 ! 2310640: Lingua Por'ugU!Sd VI 1 

4C : 23114JOi Lin~ I~giosa VI I 1 I 
41 '2320340j Lirerar",r:r flr.;slleira II 1 r 
012 2321:1301 IV ! 1 I 

LIter-Hum Ing;esa 
.~ 

232IY.J3O I Literatur:! ponuguesa h, 1 
~~ -

I 4~ 25311301 ?<iic:llogia da Educa~o IV i 
.. 5 25114:;01 Oid~tiQ VI 

1 
I ~6 22110201 C,6ncias Me",ls e Rel;<;ios3S X 1:>.s.I.) 

, ! 

I 7~ PERioeo I I I 47 .23107301 Li"gua Portuguesa VII 1 

I 48 12311530 i Lingua In~esa VII 1 

I 49 .23214401 Lilar.Jlura InlJiolia V 1 j 

SO 1:3 '-04401 Liter!ttul'D 9rJtll.!'rll til i I 
! 5' 2520330 ! Estrlltura c Func;o"",,,onto clO Ens. de 2: :::lrau I , I 
I 52 125246::.3 I Prallca de Ensi"o em Lutras III IP"rtlJg~ds) I 

I 53 12524920 Pratica de Enlil10 em Lelra. IV ; ln9I1is ) I 

i I I ! I 
a~ PERt"OOO 

154 1 231C~0 Un!;Ua PortugtJlIla VII' 1 

155 2311630 LIngua In!!,osa VIII 
, 

56 1.3215-:0 I Litor:ltura I"glesa 1/, 
, 

57 232~O j Literarura Brasllelra IV 1 

58 2525220, PrdtlQ dll Ensino em Letm VII (?ortugulisl i 

59 125:5320 Prat;ca de Ensinc om Letras \''" (lngl&51 -
i 

Figure 4, cont. 
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CURR(CULO EXIGIOO 
CURRltUI.O 
CUMPRIDO 

Nil COOl GO OISCIPllNA 
RECUISITO 

PER. 
NOTA 

PR!: CO FINAL 

I 
! I 60125401201 EduC~o Fisica I lou Eletiva) ----- .-' 

61 25402~0 Educacao Fisica j\ !ou clet1v~ I 

I 6~ ;8 cred.1 E:etiva. , ---- . -_. -- -.. 
! 
I Carga Horoiria dO Curso: ::!9;5.". I 

i I 
NU"'I!rc ce cr~dl!CS CO C~rto' Hi7 

I ! I I 
........ 

I , 
i I 

I 
j 

I OBSERVACOES: 
j I 
I I I ra(J"~s os a/un as ~sr5a obrigatios " ararlco Of1 eouca. 

I 
I I 

.,:in F'slr:a duranre 0 curso, Q!venoo Cf.!,P'r,{Jrir no mf· 

I ntmo 04 (Q<Ji1rfoJ creelitos. 

I 

I 
Aqu~"~s q"J~. po'dmf)llf'O '.gal, t!!(1Vf.rlf~ d.·spef1ld 0' " 1 

I riP. eOIlC8t;80 F,",ic3. compensarao 0: resQllCti.os cr.' 

I 
i airos em aise!"J,,,,, ~jeClvar. 

(ResolUQo CONCEPE 9(74), 

I 

I 
I 
1 

I 
I 

i 
I I I I 

Figure 4, cant. 
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history, and research techniques in history. See Figure 5 

for complete course requirements for this degree program. 
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Students in the program for the Licenciatura em 

Sciencias take a number of courses in physics, chemistry and 

biology~ as well as courses in mathematics. Students who 

are concentrating in mathematics take one semester of 

algebra, one semester of linear algebra, two semesters of 

geometry, integral and differential calculus, analytic 

geometry and vector calculus, and numerical calculus. In 

addition they take courses in vector analysis, differential 

equations, integral transformation, functions of complex 

variables, fundamentals of applied mathematics and 

statistics. They are also required to take introduction to 

computer science, applied logic, the philosophy and history 

of mathematics, and two semesters of supervised research. 

See Figure 6 for complete course requirements for this 

degree program. 

Teacher Education in the United States From 1800 - 1836 

There were no organized programs of teacher 

education in the United States before 1800. Some model 

schools employing the Lancastrian method of teaching were 

opened in New York, Massachusetts, ahd Pennsylvania in 1806. 

Some teachers attended these schools and used the 

Lancastrian method in their own classrooms. In 1823, a 

seminary for the preparation of teachers was opened in 



UNIVERSIDADE CAT6LICA DE PETR6pOLIS 

FICHA DE ACOMPANHAMENTO CURRICULAR 

ALUNO: _______________________________________________ R.G. __________ _ 

CURSO: LICENCIATURA EM HIST6RIA CURRfcULO: 03002 

1. Esta 6cha foi organizada para sua comodidade. Apresenta eb todo 0 curriculo 
que tem que cumprir para obter seu diploma. Va anotando sua media final, mas apenas quando 
tor aprovado. Desta forma. os claros existentes indicarao a primeira vista as disciplinas que ain
da lera que cumprir. Na coluna correspondente ao periodo. anote aquele em que foi aprovado; 
isto facu!tara a verifica~ao de qualquer duvida posterior. 

2. 0 curriculo e apresentado com urna sugestao de periodiza~ao; a Universidade 
garantira comparibilidade de hormo. em cada turma. para as disciplinas por ela p.rogramadas 
para cada periodo 

3. 0 aluno pode matricular se fora da periodiza~ao. re~peitados os pre-requisitos; 
mas nesse caso a Universidade nao pode garantir a compatibilidade de horArio. 

4. 0 aluno devera cumprir 0 curriculo que se achar em vigor ao matricular·se na 
Universidade Qualquer :I.ltera~ao curricular alcan~a normaimen:e apenas os alunos que ingressa. 
rem a partir do ano seguinte. e nolo os que j;i tenham iniciado 0 curso Somente em casos 
excepcion.us. por imposi~a:o legal. poderao as altera~6es atingir tambem os curriculos j;i 
iniciados. 

5. 0 curricuio deve ser cumpndo dentro do prazo maximo estabelecido pelo 
C·F.E .• sob pena de jubila~;io do aluno 

6. Caso interrompa 0 curso por tempo tal que :1.0 retomalo levari:!. para concluC-lo 
espa~o de tempo '.01 l':I.rtll da primeira matricula no curso) maior que 0 maximo normalmenre 
permitido. soIicte ao CONCEPE reVlsao de curriculo: talvez deva cumprir curriculo diferenle 
do iructal e fazer as adata~oes necessarlas 

7. 0 sistema de credito~ farlitta 010 aluno. que e reprovado ¢m urna ou mili dis· 
ciplinas. segui. adt.1nte em seu curso. po.:~ndo assirn recuperar 0 tempo perdido com as repro
I!a~oes que softeu: mas apenas sob condicao de respeltar os pre-requisitos e 0 limite mllximo 
de matricula por periodo Caso contrimo somente poderil completar 0 cuno om espar;:o 
de tempo malOr quo 0 da programar;:ao inicial. 

8 0 aluno que se mamcula por transfen:ncia tera seu curriculo anterior anali. 
sado pdo CONCEPE. que the credila as disctplinas que esriverem de acordo com 0 curricu 
10 da UCP. ou equivalentes. e determm~ 0 restante do caminho a cumprir. 

Figure 5 

Program of Study - Degree in History 
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CURRICULO EXIGIDO 
CliRRICUL8 
Cl.;Mt>RIDQ 

NO CC: GO 
~E~UISI TO 

PER 
NOTA 

OISCIPLINA 
~RE CO ~'NAL 

I? PERr'OOO 
1 2:!· :~40 Lingua Po,tuguess I 

23· :94CJ Lingua Inglna I 
2 :u 

23~· 740 LIngua Frsncesa I 

3 22:':140 Soc.olog.s Gersl 
4 2<::-:140 IntrodUcao a Filoso!is 

5 22:':~30 Leg.cs e Metodolog.a 

6 22::620 Es\udo de PrOblemas 8rasllelros I 
7 25:;:910 Conferenc.as de Aconselhamento 

8 (2 :;oed. I C.enc.as Morais e Rel'g'osas 

2!' PERr"OOO 

9 22:·540 Hist6ris Ant.ga I 1 
10 22:· :>40 Introducao aos Estuoos H,slorrcos I 1 
11 22::130 Hist6rra das Ideias Pol itrc.s e Soc.a.s 1 
12 2:<::::J30 Historl8 Economlca I 1 
13 22Z-:340 Geohistorra 1 
14 22Z-:340 Antropolog.a Fis.ca e Cultural I 1 
15 22:::820 Estudo de Problemas Brasllerros III 
16 (2 ~d.1 Cienclas MoraiS e Relig.osas 

3!' PERr"OOO 

17 22:!·i540 Histerra Antiga II 1 
18 22:;·,40 Introducao aos Estudos Histerrcos II 1 
19 22:·740 Hist6,ia Medieval I 1 
20 22Z-::30 Hist6rra das Ideias Pol itrcas e Soc.a.s II 1 
21 22:!:.I30 Histerra Economlca II 1 
22 22:>!o:>40 Anlropolog.a Fisica e Cultural II , 
23 (2 c-!d.1 Cicncias Morais e Relig.osas 

4? PERf 000 

24 ~2:·340 HiSl6rra Medieval II 1 
25 ~2:· :20 Teoria Geral da HiSlerr. '0 
26 ~2:l-!'40 Etnografia do Bras.1 1 
27 ~22.;;40 Histerra lberrca 1 
28 223:040 Hist6ria Economica do Bras.1 1 
29 22:;·320 Tkn.ca de PesQUlsa Aplicada iI HiSleria I 10 
30 (2 c"!d.l Cianc.as Mora.s e Religiosas 

Figure 5, cont. 
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CURR(CULO EXIGIDO 
CURRICUI.O 
CUMPRIDO 

REQUISITO 
PEA 

NOTA 
NO CODIGO DISCIPI-INA 

PilE CO ~INAl 

5? PER(ODO 
31 2231940 Historia MOderna I 1 

32 2232740 Hluorla aa Ameroca I 1 

33 2232340 Histona do 8raSII I 

34 2231420 Teenlca de PesQulsa Apllcada a h,slOrta /I 29 
35 2511330 Didal,ca V 

36 2531030 PSlCologia aa Educacao /II 
37 (2 cred.) Cu!nC:las MoraiS e . Rellg10sas 

6? PER(ODO 

38 2232040 HistOnB MOderna /I I 

39 2232840 Hisroria da Amertca /I 1 

40 2232440 Hisioria do 8raSII II 1. 

41 2512430 0,aallc3 VI 

42 2531130 PSlcologla da Educacao IV 
43 (2 cred.1 C.enc,as MoraIS e Religiosas 

7? PERIOOO 
44 2232140 Hist6rla Conlemporanea I 1 
45 2232940 Histor,a da Amertca /II 1 

46 2232540 HlstOrra do 8rasII /II 1 

47 2520330 ESlrulura e FunClOnamenlo do Ens,no de 2.0 Grau 1 

48 2523440 Prallca de Enslno em Histor.a I 1 

8? PER(ODO 

49 12232240 Hisr6"a Conlemporanea /I I 

50 12233040 Histona da Amertca IV 1 

51 12232640 His.OriB do 8rasII IV 1 

52 523540 Pr81,ca de Ens,no em HisI6rta /I 1 

. . . 
53 (2 cn!d.) Educ~ao Fisica (au Elellva) 

54 (2 cred.) Educacao Fisica (au Elellval 

55 12 crea.) Eletlva 

Figure 5, cant. 
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UNIVEASIDADE CAT6LICA DE PETAOPOLIS 

FICHA DE ACOMPANHAMENTO CURRICULAR 

ALUNO: ______________________________________________ R.G. ________ __ 

CURSO: LIC!:NCIATURA EM CI~NCIAS - HABllITACAO EM 

Mi\TEMATICA 

CURRICULO:Ol101 

1. Esta Scha foi organizada pan sua comodidade. Apresenta ela todo 0 curTiculo 
que tern que cumprir para obter seu diploma Vii. anotando sua mb:lia final, mas apenas quando 
for aprovado. Desta forma, os c1aros eristentes indicarao a primeira vista as dUcipllnas que ain· 
da tera que L"Wnprir. Na col una cOrTespondente ao periodo. anote aqueie em que foi aprovado; 
ino facuiura a veri6ca~ao de qualquer du·,ojda posterior. 

2 0 curriculo e apresentado com wna sugestao de period~.io; a Universid"ade 
ganntir.i compatibiJidade de horano. em cada rurTna. pan. as disciplinas por cia programadas 
para cada periodo 

3. 0 aluno pode matricular se fon. da pcriodiza~ao. rcspeitados os pre.requisitos; 
mas nesse caso ~ Universidade nao pode garnntir a co:n;:atlbilidade de horario. 

4. () a1uno dc\'cr:i cumpnr 0 cUrTiculo que se aehar em vigor ao matricular Ie na 
UlliversidJdc Qualquer altcr.~ao cumrul.r ak.n~~ nOrTnalmente apenas os a1unos que ingressa. 
rem a partir do :lno s~guinte. e nao os que ja tenh:un inieiado 0 eurso Somente em easos 
c.~ee?~lon:us. por imp05i~;io Jeg:.!. poderao as !1lte:-;l~Oes atingir tambem 0$ curriculo, ja 
I01el:1d05. 

5. 0 curriculo deve ser cumpndo dentro do prazo maximo estabcleddo pelo 
C FE. sob pena de Jubila~ao do a1uno 

6. Caso interrompio U curso por tempo tal que ao retoma.lo levaria para conclu{·lo 
espa~o de tempo (a tl!1rtir da primcira matricula no cu.'So) maior que 0 miximo normalmenre 
pe,mlrido. ~ollclle ao CONCEPE reVlS,"o de curriculo: talve: deva CwnPlir curriculo diferente 
do iruela] e fazer as adata~Oes neccs..1.rias . 

7 0 surema de credl1o~ fadlita 010 aluno. que e reprovado em urna ou mais dUo 
ClpiinU. se~i. adiantc em seu curso. podtndo assim recupcrar 0 tempo perdido com as repro· 
v:1~oes que ,ofreu: mas apen~$ sob condi~io de respeltar 01 pre.roquisitos It 0 limite mbimo 
de matricula por periodo Caso contnino somente podera completar 0 curso em espa~o 
de tempo malor que t.l da progrllm~o inicial. 

8 0 aluno que se matricula por transfcrencia ten seu curriculo anterior anali. 
sado pdo CONCEP.E, que Ihe crcdita as d~lplinas que esrivcrcm de acordo com 0 C\UT{cu 
10 da UCP. ou equinlentes. e determ'na 0 restantc do caminho a curnprir. 

Figure 6 

Program of Study - Degree in Science with Mathematics 
Conce:ltration 
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CIJRRicULO EXIGIDO 
CURRICUl.O 

CLJMPRIOO 

N!l COOIGO OISCIPLINA 
REr::r.rSITO PER NOTA 

...!!!.5.. ~ S:... rrNA~ -_.- ~. 

1~ PF.I'IIOOO 

1 1110550 Clrlr.ul., Oi~e~ncral e inttgnl I 
2 1120140 Flsi'~J , 1 -
3 1120920 Fish: ... ~ :U.erilT'te'ntal I 2 

4 1130350 (h,lnlOeo , 

5 1140750 Bioiogio , 

6 1110740 Geometria Analities e Cileulo V"tcrral 
7 1710120 Desenho Geonvitrico 

8 /2 erlid.l Ciencias Morais CI ReligJ0S3S 

~ PERiooo 

9 1110640 Cafeulo Orl~· -.<:.al e Inte<Jr3l If 1 
10 1120260 Fisica " 2 
11 1121020 Fisico E~perrmentat " I 10 
12 1130450 Qulmrca If 4 

13 1140850 8'010g" II .- - !i 
14 1752120 Elementos de Geologra I 
15 12 enid. I Cioncias Morais e Reltg'uso> 

I 
3.0 PERt'OOO 

16 1110940 Aruilise Vetorial 'i' J 
17 1120340 Fisica II. Q 
18 1121120 Flsica Experimental Ilf , 11 
19 1130550 (h,Imica III : , 
20 1140950 BiolOjjIl III .. I 
21 1752220 EI.mentOG de GooIQlP" If 

22 2222430 Lbqica • MnDdolO9'e 
23 2 c,6d.1 Ciinei. MonIiI II Religiosm 

.. 

4!' 1>£Rr'OOO 

24 112640 Fund;mantoa dt Mltemitica Aplic3di1 
25 1120440 Ffaica IV 19 \1 
:za 1121220 Filice ExIll"I~UlI IV 25 
%7 ~10140 LlnlPJD Ponuguaa I 
2!J ~10940 LfR;IUD InglOZII I 

29 2 c:r6d.1 Cl6ncil!!l Monala 8 RoIfgia:a 

Figure 6, cont • 

. Program of Study - Degree in Science with Mathematics 
Concentration 
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CURRicULO EXlG(1)C 
"" " CURRICUl.O 

- CUMPRIOO - .. 
- " ~.:nlJj51 TV- .,NOTA 

11/0. -1:0(11'::0 CI~t'I'LIr.A PER 

- mi: co FINAL 

I 5!l "f~."C90 
30 ,',0840j Cifc~lo Numerieo - --- ... -
31 " 12240 In!rodueao iI Ciencia cos ComOUI3::::'<; 

"32 1710740 Geometrla Oescn!MI 
.~ 1112740 Geome!"a Diferen:ial 9 16 : 

34 1111040 EQuacoes DiferfH\Clais J 9 
35. 2531030 PSlcolog,a cia Educacao III .. -
~6 2511330 O,dauca V 

37 12 enid.) Climeias Mora,s e Re"g'osas 

6? p;:ilioDC 

38 1112140 ESla!iSlica V 

39 1113120 Transform3\:Oes In!e<;rais 34 
40 1 I 11140 Algebra Linear 
41 11 12540 Equacaes Difererc,ais II 34 3C 
42 1113020 Fun<;ao da Va"'vel Camp. ex, 9 
43 1112920 TODOIDql3 

44 2531130 Psieologl8 :3 Educacao IV 

45 2511430 D,d;ilica V I 

46 12 credo) Cienc,as Mora's e Relig'OSolS 

7!l PERIOOO 

47 1112840 Algebra 40 
48 1113240 LOgica ADhcada 
49 ~520330 ES!run.IrD e Funcionemtn!o do EnSino ~e z.0 Grau 27 
50 1113340 Peujuisa Orientllda I '39 .'2 

33 .u 
51 2230620 Estudo do Problmnas Bralleiros I 

52 12524220 Pnltica do Ensino mn Ma!emi!,C3 I 

, 
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Vermont and in 1830 another seminary was opened at Andover, 

Massachusetts. These private seminaries were the 

forerunners of the normal schools which would be established 

later. As a matter of fact, Horace Mann developed some of 

his ideas about teacher education at Phillips Academy in 

Andover, Massachusetts. What education was available for 

teachers during this time had little to do with methodology 

pedagogical principles (Gezi and Myers 1968:35). 

Normal Schools and Teacher Education in the United States 

Public normal schools for teacher education 

developed slowly in the United States. Often, the first 

step was for state support of private academies. The first 

public normal school was established in 1839 in Lexington, 

Massachusetts. By the beginning of the Civil War, there 

were only 11 state normal schools, 4 of which were in 

Massachusetts. There were also municipal schools in Boston, 

New York City, and Philadelphia, among others. These 

schools emphasized subject matter courses rather than 

educational methods or philosophy courses. The demand for 

quality teachers was greater than the supply and many 

schools,offered only a few days or weeks instruction before 

awarding a teacher's certificate. Teacher's certification 

during this time emphasized academic knowledge which was 

tested through a written examination. Many teachers were 



self-educated and were able to pass exams in a number of 

subjects (Ibid:36-38). 

Teacher Education in the United States After the Civil War 
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After the Civil War, the normal school movement and 

subject matter emphasis continued in teacher education. Not 

until the end of the nineteenth century, was pedagogy 

added to the curriculum. In 1899, the National Education 

Association recommended that courses in psychology, 

philosophy of education, history of education, social 

economics, science and art of teaching, and practice 

teaching be added to the curriculum of the normal school. 

Until the turn of the century, little attention was 

paid to secondary school teacher preparation. Most programs 

of secondary education insured that secondary teachers had 

the necessary knowledge of their subject fields. In 1899, 

the dean of the Teachers' College at Columbia University 

suggested that secondary teachers should have an education 

which included professional knowledge and teacher training 

skills as well as general subject matter courses. 

Teacher Education in Twentieth Century United States 

Since the turn of the century, teachers' education 

has been marked by a trend toward increased preparation. In 

1910, two years or less of training was required for 

certification. Today a bachelor's degree in education is 
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required for certification in most states. In addition to 

increased teacher training, admission requirements to 

teacher training programs have also became more stringent. 

At the University of Arizona for example, applicants to the 

College of Education must pass a proficiency exam in English 

grammar, reading and mathematics. 

A second change in teacher education programs since 

the turn of the century has been in the type of institutions 

providing teacher education. In 1910, two year normal 

schools were common. By 1930, they had been replaced by 

teacher's colleges with three and four year programs. Today 

teacher's colleges that are independen~ institutions are 

rare. Instead, teacher education most often takes place in 

a College of Education within a university. 

As teacher education programs have become more 

comprehensive, there has been an increase in the diversity 

of course offerings. Most programs include course 

requirements in a subject matter field as well as general 

and professional educational courses (Elsbree 1968:41-48). 

Teacher Education in the United States - The Future 

In a 1983 study, Hawey and Gardner reviewed ~he 

current state of teacher education and identified possible 
i 

future directions it will take. Two major trends they 

identified were toward extended programs which are field 

based. The term extended program referred to programs 
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ranging from five to six years of initial preparation, 

including one-and-a-half to two years of professional 

courses to programs in which the first teaching certificate 

is temporary and renewal is dependent on completion of and 

initial period of teaching. 

Field based teacher educational programs would 

include more instruction in elementary or secondary schools 

themselves. Some field based programs would increase the 

amount of student teaching while others would require 

extensive training under the supervision of classroom 

teachers and professors of education (Gardner 1983:196-197). 

Secondary Teacher Education in Arizona 

Kuender (1984) states that teacher education 

programs usually have three parts, a general liberal arts 

education, major and minor specializations, and professional 

education courses. She found that the liberal arts program 

made up 40 percent of a secondary education program and 

academic majors accounted for an average of 30 percent of 

such programs. Both the Liberal Arts and field of 

specialization courses are taken outside the college or 

department of education. Only 21 percent of the secondary 

programs in her study were professional education courses, 

including student teaching (Kuender 1984:34). 

Huling and Hall (1982) found that there are two 

basic paths to a secondary teaching degree; one leads to a 
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bachelor's degree in a subject matter field while the other 

leads to a bachelor's degree in secondary education. The 

program which leads to a bachelor's degree in secondary 

education requires the student to complete'additional 

education course work beyond the requirements for a 

bachelor's degree in a subject matter field. 

In a 1982 survey of secondary teacher certification 

standards in the United States, W0ible and Dumas (1982) 

found a variety of requirements for 'secondary teachers. 

Only 29 states established semester hour requirements for 

general education courses. These requirements varied from 

22 to 60 hours. The only consistent requirement was for a 

history or social science course in American history or 

government. English composition courses were required in 18 

states. It is ironic that more states (12) required courses 

in health or physical education than required a course in 

oral communication (7). 

Professional education requirement were rarely 

stated in semester hours. Instead, they were stated in 

term~ of courses or ~ompetency areas. Only 39 states 

specified minimum professional education requirements by 

area. The most frequently required area was student 

teaching, a requirement in all 39 states with minimum 

requirements. Educational psychology was required by 38 

states, while general teaching methods were required in 29 

states. Other requirements and the number of states 
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establishing them were: social foundations (27), special 

methods (23), reading in content area (21), early field 

experiences (15), testing and evaluation (15), exceptional 

students or mainstreaming (14), multicultural education 

(12), school administration (12), and educational media (9) 

(Weible & Dumas 1982:22-23). Weible and Dumas concluded 

that their findings indicated many state requirements did 

not meet the standards of the National Association of State 

Directors of Teacher Education and Certification or the 

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. 

Major shortcomings were found in the areas of multicultural 

education, exceptional students and mainstreaming, testing 

and evaluation, and early field experiences (Ibid:23). 

Arizona State Requirements for Certification 

In the state of Arizona, secondary teachers may 

obtain either a basic secondary teaching certificate or a 

standard secondary teaching certificate. In order to obtain 

a basic secondary teacher certificate, a teacher must have a 

bachelor's degree from an accredited institution and satisfy 

general education, academic subject, and professional 

preparation requirements (Burks 1984:16-17). The general 

education requirements consists of 45 semester hours 

including one course in the Arizona constitution, United 

States history, social and behavioral science, general 

psychology, science and mathematics. Two courses in English 
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and humanities are also part of the general education 

requirements. The academic subject field requirements are 

30 semester hours in any academic field. Professional 

preparation requirements include 22 semester hours of 

foundation and methodology courses, a reading practicum, and 

a period of student teaching. Secondary teachers must also 

pass the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Exam which tests 

reading, grammar and mathematics skills. 

The standard secondary certificate requires a 

teacher to have met all the requirements for a basic 

certificate plus have a masters degree or 30 semester hours 

beyond the bachelor's degree (Ibid.). 

Curricula in Arizona Colleges of Education 

In the state of Arizona, three institutions of 

higher education offer programs leading to a bachelor's 

degree in Secondary Education. Such programs are offered at 

the University of Arizona, Arizona State University and 

Northern Arizona University. 

The University ~f Arizona offers a bachelor's of 

science in secondary education for students majoring in 

mathematics or a natural science and a bachelor of arts 

program for students majoring in other fields. Certain 

teaching majors (business education, extended English, 

language arts, social studies, and physical education) 

require no minor fields, but most subject matter fields are 



available as both major and minor fields of study 

(University of Arizona 1987). 
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Students who wish to enter the College of Education 

must have completed 56 semester hours of course work with a 

grade point average of 2.5 of better. They must also pass a 

proficiency examination which tests their knowledge of 

English grammar, reading, and mathematics. Students in the 

secondary education program must complete 45 units of arts 

and sciences courses from the fields of humanities, 

mathematics, natural sciences, foreign languages, social 

sciences, literature and fine arts. They are also required 

to complete six units of freshman English composition, one 

course in Arizona and United States government, one course 

in United States history, an additional course in a social 

or a behavioral science, one course in general psychology, 

two courses in the humanities and arts, one course in a 

natural science, and one course in mathematics. 

In addition to the general education requirements 

and their major field of study, secondary education students 

must complete 27 units of professional education courses, 

including curricula and methods, teaching strategies, 

instructional media, teaching secondary school subjects, 

secondary school reading, and an internship in a secondary 

school in order to qualify for a teaching certificate (Ibid.). 

Arizona State University offers a program leading to 

a bachelor of arts in education, with a concentration in 
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secondary education. (Arizona State University 1987). 

Students who select major and minor teaching fields approved 

by the College of Education offered by departments in the 

Colleges of Liberal Arts, Business and Engineering and 

Applied Sciences, receive a bachelor's degree from that 

college, as well as fulfilling the certification 

requirements of the College of Education. Similarly, 

students with teaching majors in the College of Fine Arts 

earn a Bachelor's of Fine Arts or Bachelor of Music degree, 

as well as fulfilling certification requirements for 

secondary teaching. In order to be admitted to the College 

of Education, students must have completed 45 units of 

general study courses. In addition to completing the 

requirements of their major and minor fields, students in 

the College of Education must complete a program of student 

teaching and professional education courses. Along with 

these requirements, students are encouraged to study a 

foreign language, particularly Spanish or a Native American 

language, and to pursue opportunities to work with children 

in a variety of classroom settings, especially multicultural 

or bilingual settings (Ibid). 

At Northern Arizona University students pursuing a 

degree in secondary education apply to the teacher 

education program in their sophomore year (Northern Arizona 

University 1985). They must have completed 55 units with a 

grade point average of 2.5 and have passed the Ar.izona 
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Teacher Proficiency Examination. Students seeking a 

bachelor's of science in Secondary Education must select a 

teaching major and a teaching minor or an extended teaching 

major. Course requirements include 27 units of professional 

education courses in addition to the teaching major and 

minor (Ibid.) 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

Introduction 

The secondary educational systems of Brazil and the 

United States have had very different histories and are 

organized very differently. The focus of this study was to 

determine in what ways the professions of secondary teaching 

differ in these two countries and to identify cultural 

factors which are related to these differences. This 

chapter describes the results of a study which combined two 

different techniques in order to shed light on these issues. 

The first technique was a comparison of the historical 

development and cultural context of secondary education in 

Brazil and the United States. The second technique was 

survey research. Surveys were distributed to secondary 

teachers in Brazil and the United States in order to obtain 

first hand information about the current status of the 

secondary teaching profession. 

Comparison of Historical Trends and 
Cultural Factors in Secondary Teaching 

Information about the history of secondary teaching 

in Brazil and the United States was compared in order to 

identify major historical trends and cultural factors which 

have shaped these professions. Five major patterns were 

identified. These patterns were related to the role of the 



Catholic church in education, the social function of 

education, centralization of the educational system, the 

social and political organizations shaping secondary 

education, and funding for education. 
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The Catholic church played a major role in shaping 

the Brazilian secondary educational system. The Jesuits 

were responsible for education in Brazil for the first 200 

years of Brazilian history. While some areas of the United 

states, including Arizona, participated in the educational 

system established in the New World by the Catholic church, 

this system was largely replaced by a secular Anglo-American 

model of education. 

The Jesuit educational institutions emphasized 

education as intellectual preparation for sons of the elite 

families. This philosophical approach was retained after 

the departure of the Jesuits. Brazilian education has 

primarily served the needs of the upper classes. The Anglo

American system was much quicker to adopt a philosophy of 

education as the right of the general population, not only 

the upper classes. The Brazilian system has changed through 

time to a model of education as preparation for life, 

including ideas such as vocational education. 

A major difference between the contemporary 

Brazilian and American systems of secondary teaching is the 

degree to which the systems are centralized. In Brazil, 

certification of secondary teachers is uniform throughout 
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the country and certification is administered at the federal 

level. The secondary educational system is also centralized 

under the direction of national education ministries. The 

secondary teaching professions and educational systems of 

the United States are decentralized, with each state taking 

responsibility for its own certification of teachers. While 

there are national professional organizations for .secondary 

teachers, such as the National Educational Association, and 

a federal department of education, ultimate responsibility 

for and authority over secondary teaching is vested in the 

states. The National Council for the Accreditation of 

Teacher Education (NCATE), a national organization formed by 

institutes of higher education, sets standards for teacher 

education programs which have been recognized by many 

states. However, NCATE has no legislative authority to 

enforce these standards, and state~ have chosen to ignore 

them. 

The degree of centralization found in the Brazilian 

and American systems of secondary education is closely 

related to a fourth difference between the two systems. In 

Brazil, the federal government has been the primary 

influence on the development of the system of secondary 

education. It has taken the lead in determining the 

organization and functioning of the secondary educational 

system. In the United States, professional educational 

organizations have been leaders in advocating the need for 
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secondary education and in shaping the content and 

organization of secondary education. 

One similarity between the Brazilian and American 

professions of secondary teaching has been that education 

has not often been a priority for government spending. In 

Brazil, the federal government and, in the United states, 

state governments have often assigned low priority to 

education funding. This has had important effects on the 

profession of secondary teaching. The ability to attract 

qualified personnel is related to salary level and, as will 

be seen later, many teachers feel they are underpaid. 

Teacher Questionnaires -
Summary of Results 

Questionnaires were distributed to secondary school 

teachers in public and parochial high schools located in 

Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro, and Tucson, Arizona. Copies of 

the questionnaires can be found in Figures 5 (Brazilian) and 

6 (American). Responses from 65 Brazilian teachers and 46 

American teachers were tabulated and analyzed. Their 

responses will be discussed in two sections. First, 

quantitative analyses of questions dealing with factors 

affecting job satisfaction, additional employment, 

occupational rankings, <and factors affecting secondary 

education will be presented. Second, qualitative analyses 

of questions related to choice of profession, perception of 

secondary teachers and education will be summarized. 
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Quantitative Analyses 

Question 7 asked the teachers to indicate whether or 

not they felt that eight factors had affected their job 

satisfaction. The factors included, 1 - low pay, 2 - long 

hours, 3 - unpleasant work environment, 4 - relationship 

with fellow teachers, 5 - lack of job security, 6 - low 

prestige, 7 - little opportunity for promotion, and 8 -

relationship with school administrators. 

As Table 1 indicates, low pay is the most important 

of the eight factors - 79 percent of the Brazilian 

teachers and 46 percent of American teachers indicat~d that 

it had affected their job satisfaction. The ranking for the 

other seven factors were different for the Brazilian and 

American teachers. For Brazil, the three most important 

factors were low pay, low prestige and little opportunity 

for promotion. For the United States, four factors were the 

most important - low pay, relationship with school 

administrators, long hours and relationship with fellow 

teachers. 

Statistical analyses of the responses to Question 7 

revealed that there were significant differences in the 

responses of Brazilian and American teachers for five of the 

factors. The results of t-tests were significant for the 

following factors - low pay, relationship with fellow 

teachers, low prestige, opportunity for promotion and 

relationship with school administrators. Significantly more 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

TABLE 1 

PERCENT OF TEACHERS INDICATING 
FACTORS AFFECTED THEIR JOB SATISFACTION 

Brazil 

- Low Pay 79% 

- Long hours 26% 

- Unpleasant work 11% 
environment 

- Relationship with 11% 
fellow teachers 

- Lack of job security 9% 

- Low prestige 75% 

- Little opportunity 54% 
for promotion 

- Relationship with 12% 
school administrators 
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USA 

46% 

33% 

13% 

33% 

20% 

26% 

24% 

34% 
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Brazilians indicated that low pay had affected their job 

satisfaction (t = 3.24, P = .002). More American teachers 

indicated that their relationship with fellow teachers and 

school administrators had affected their j6b satisfaction. 

The t-tests for relationship with fellow teachers gave a t

value of 3.23 (p = .002) and for relationship with school 

administrators the t-value was 3.00 (p = .004). 

Significantly more Brazilians felt that low prestige and 

lack of opportunity for promotion had affected their job 

satisfaction. For the factor of low prestige, the t-value 

was 5.55 with a probability of .000. The t-value for the 

factor of lack of opportunity for promotion was 3.11 

(p = .002). 

To look at the income differences between Brazil and 

the United States, Question 8 asked if they had an 

additional job. Fifty-seven percent of the teachers in 

Brazil and forty-eight percent of the American teachers 

indicated that they had another source of income. 

Question 13 asked the teachers to rank ten 

pro~essions on a scale from 1 = very low to 5 = very high. 

Table 2 lists the average rankings of the ten professions by 

American and Brazilian teachers. The rankings for secretary 

and taxi driver were virtually the same. For all other 

cases, the ranking by American teachers was higher than the 

ranking by Brazilian teachers. The four highest ranked 

occupations in both Brazil and the U. S. were accountant, 



*Accountant 

Lawyer 

Secretary 

Secondary 
Teacher 

*Nurse 

Bank Teller 

*Elementary 
Teacher 

Taxi Driver 

*University 
Professor 

*School Principal 

TABLE 2 

AVERAGE RANKINGS 
OF OCCUPATIONS 

American Brazilian 
Teachers Teachers 

3.76 2.70 

3.83 3.39 

2.41 2.42 

2.72 2.45 

3.20 2.30 

2.54 2.39 

2.78 1 .70 

1 .70 1. 71 

4.20 3.12 

3.74 3.03 

*difference is statistically significant 

5 = very high 
4 = high 
3 = medium 
2 = low 
1 = very low 
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t-value p 

5.37 .000 

1.92 .058 

- .06 .949 

1 .40 .163 

6.25 .000 

1 .00 .320 

6.67 .000 

- .12 .904 

6.29 .000 

4.08 .000 
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lawyer, university professor, and school principal. The 

rankings for these four occupations were uifferent with 

Americans ranking university professors first, followed by 

lawyer, accountant, and school principal. Brazilian 

teachers ranked the occupation of lawyer first, followed by 

university professor, school principal, and accountant. The 

occupation of secondary teacher was ranked fifth highest by 

the Brazilian teachers and seventh highest by American 

teachers. Elementary teachers were given the lowest ranking 

of all ten professions by the Brazilian teachers and were 

ranked sixth highest by the American teachers. 

As Table 2 shows, there were statistically 

significant differences in the ranks of five occupations by 

the Brazilian and American teachers. The difference in 

ranking for accountant, nurse, elementary teacher, 

university professor, and school principal were 

statistically significant. 

One final question which was amenable to statistical 

analysis was Question 14. It asked teachers to assess the 

effect of six factors on the profession of secondary 

education. They were asked how much effect they felt lack 

of opportunities for promotion, low salary, state and 

national politics, lack of teaching materials and proper 

facilities, cooperation from parents, and lack of interest 

by teachers in continuing their education had on secondary 

education. As Table 3 shows, the Brazilian and American 



TABLE 3 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROFESSIONS 
OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 

American Brazilian 
Teachers Teachers 

Promotion 3.11 3.03 
opportunities 

Low salary 3.59 3.36 

Politics 3.15 3.29 

Teaching materials 3.26 3.36 

*Parental 3.46 2.94 
cooperation 

Continued teacher 2.63 2.93 
education 

*difference is statistically significant 

4 = much effect 
3 = some effect 
2 = little effect 
1 = no effect 
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t-value p 

.40 .69 

1. 33 .1 9 

- .71 .48 

- .65 .52 

2.77 .01 

-1 .70 .09 



teachers agreed on the effect of these factors on their 

professions. A statistically significant difference was 

found for only one factor - parental cooperation. 
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The questionnaire contained four questions which 

asked the teacher for an open-ended response. Question 5 

asked "Why did you choose the profession of secondary 

teaching"? The teachers gave a number of responses that 

were categorized into three major categories for analysis. 

The category of professional commitment included responses 

such as "I like to teach", "It is a challenge", and "I think 

education is important". The category of economic necessity 

included responses such as "I need money", "I was offered a 

job", and "It was a good career for a woman with a family". 

The final category included responses of "I don't know" or 

no responses. As Table 4 shows, the majority of both 

Brazilian and American teachers indicated that their choice 

of secondary teaching was based on a professional 

commitment. A chi-square analysis of Table 4 revealed no 

significant difference between the responses of the two 

groups of teachers. 

Question 6 asked "Are you happy with your choice of 

profession"? Responses to this question ranged from very 

happy to not at all. Four c~tegories were identified for 

analysis - happy, somewhat happy, unhappy, and no response. 

As Table 5 shows, the majority of Brazilian and American 

teachers were happy with their choice. Less than five 



TABLE 4 

REASON FOR CHOICE 
OF PROFESSION 

Professional Economic 

Brazilian 
Teachers 

American 
Teachers 

Column 
Total 

X2 = 1.01 

degrees of = 2 
freedom 

p > .1 

Commitment 

52 
(52.45) 

37 
(36.55) 

89 

not significant 

Necessity 

10 
(10.61 ) 

8 
7.39) 

18 

86 

No response/ Row 
Don't know Total 

4 66 
(2.95) 

1 
(2.05) 46 

5 112 

(expected values) 



HaEEY 

Brazilian 48 
Teachers (50.68) 

American 38 
Teachers (35.32) 

Column 86 
Total 

X2 = 1.87 

degrees of = 3 
freedom 

p > .75 

not significant 

TABLE 5 

HAPPINESS WITH 
CAREER CHOICE 

Somewhat 
HaEEY UnhaEEY 

13 4 
(10.61 ) (3.54) 

5 2 
7.39) (2.46) 

18 6 

87 

No Row 
ResEonse Total 

1 66 
(1.18) 

1 46 
.82) 

2 112 

(expected values) 
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percent of American teachers and less than seven percent of 

Brazilian teachers indicated that they were unhappy with 

their choice of career. Once again, no significant 

differences were found between the responses of the 

Brazilian and American teachers. 

Question 12 asked "How do you think your friends who 

are not teachers view the teaching profession"? Teachers 

gave a wide variety of responses to this question. For 

analytical purposes, they were classified into four 

categories - positive opinions, mixed opinions, negative 

opinions and no response. As Table 6 shows, the 

overwhelming majority of Brazilian teachers felt their 

friends held a negative opinion of their profession. Only 

thirty-seven percent of American teachers felt that their 

friends saw the profession negatively. Twenty-eight percent 

of American teachers felt that their friends saw the 

profession positively, while only six percent of Brazilian 

teachers felt that their friends saw the profession 

positively. These differences resulted in a chi-square 

value of 18.83 (p < .005). 

Question 15 asked "How effective do you think 

secondary educational organizations and unions have been in 

improving the status of secondary education?" Responses to 

this question ranged from very effective to not at all. Six 

categories were used for analysis. As Table 7 shows, over 

half of the American teachers felt that these organizations 
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TABLE 6 

FRIENDS' PERCEPTIONS OF 
TEACHING PROFESSION 

Positive 
Opini,on 

Brazilian 4 
Teachers (10.02) 

American 13 
Teachers 6.98) 

Column 17 
Total 

X2 = 18.83 

degrees of = 3 
freedom 

p < .005 

significant 

Mixed Negative No Row 
Opinion Opinion Response Total 

6 50 6 66 
(9.43) (39.48) (7.07) 

10 17 6 46 
(6.57) (27.52) (4.93) 

16 67 12 112 

(expected values) 

Brazilians - fewer than expected 
positive/mixed opinions 

- more than expected 
negative opinions 

Americans - more than exoected 
positive/mix~d opinions 

- fewer than expected 
negative opinions 



Effective 

Brazilian 22 
Teachers (19.45) 

American 11 
Teachers (13.55) 

Column 33 
Total 

x2 = 18.90 

degrees of = 5 
freedom 

p < .005 

significant 

TABLE 7 

EFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Somewhat Very 
Eff,c.::tive Little 

9 22 
(12.96) (15.91 ) 

13 5 
9.04) (11.09) 

22 27 

Not Trying Don't Know/ Row 
Effective To Be No ResEonse Total 

3 3 7 66 
(7.66) (1.76) (8.25) 

10 0 7 46 
(5.34) (1.23) (5.75) 

13 3 14 112 

(expected values) 

Brazilians - more than expected effective, 
very little, and trying to 
be responses . 

- less than expected somewhat 
and not effective responses 

Americans - more than expected somewhat 
effective and not effective 
responses 

- Less than expected effective 
and very little responses 

\0 
o 



had been effective or somewhat effective, while 21.7 

percent felt that they had not been effective. For the 

Brazilian teachers, 46.9 percent felt that these 

organizations had been effective or somewhat effective. 
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Only 4.6 percent felt that they had not been effective. The 

largest difference between the responses of the American and 

Brazilian teachers was in the category of very little 

effect. One-third of the Brazilian teachers felt that 

education organizations had very little effect on the status 

of education but only 10.9 percent of the Americans felt 

that way. These differences resulted in.a chi-square value 

of 18.90 (p < .005). 

Qualitative Analyses 

Three questions which were included on the 

questionnaires lent themselves to qualitative analyses. 

Questions related to teachers' choice of profession, 

perceptions of secondary teaching, and perceptions of 

educational organizations were examined in order to identify 

patterns of cultural differences between the Brazilian and 

American teachers. In response to Question 5 about choice 

of secondary teaching as a profession, it was found that 

American teachers were more specific than Brazilian teachers 

in their respon~es. American teachers concentrated on the 

secondary aspect of their choice, responding that they 

wanted to teach a particular subject to young adults. 



Subject matter was the most frequently mentioned factor 

affecting their choice. Brazilian teachers were more 

general in their responses, indicating that they enjoyed 

teaching and working with young people. 
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A second question asked how the teachers' friends 

viewed their choice of profession. Both the Brazilian and 

American teachers gave a wide variety of responses; many 

listed a number perceptions. Mixed opinions were quite 

common. The general perception of the American profession 

was of an easy job that was low paid but the salary was 

commensurate with the job responsibilities and duties. The 

Brazilian teachers were more concerned with the low social 

status and prestige of their occupational choice than they 

were about the salary. 

The role of secondary educational organizations and 

unions was the subject of a third question which was 

qualitatively analyzed. Brazilian teachers felt that these 

groups had been more effective than American teachers did. 

The American teachers were primarily concerned with the fact 

that such organizations functioned largely in the role of a 

union, rather than as a professional organization. They 

felt that this gave their profession a bad image; an image 

of being concerned with salary and benefits to the exclusion 

of professional development. These responses stood in sharp 

contrast to their r ~wers to Question 12 which indicated 
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that their profession was seen as a poorly paid career with 

little prestige. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to compare the 

secondary teaching professions of Brazil and the United 

States. By identifying similarities and differences in 

their historical development and cultural context, this 

study has elucidated the relationships between the 

profession of secondary teaching and other cultural 

sUbsystems. In addition, this study will serve as an 

initial step toward understanding the cultural processes 

shaping the Brazilian profession of secondary teaching. 

Summary of Results 
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Two major bodies of data were used to compare the 

Brazilian and American professions of secondary teaching. 

One was a literature review of the history and current 

organization of secondary education in Brazil and in the 

United States. Information was also obtained on 

requirements for teacher training and certification in these 

two countries. This information was compared in order to 

identify major historical trends and cultural factors which 

have influenced the development of secondary teaching. Five 

major patterns were identified. These patterns revealed 

that the secondary educational system was influenced by: 



1) The role of religious institutions in the cultural 

system; 

2) The social function served by the educational system; 

3) Centralization of the education system; 

4) Relationships between the educational system and other 

social and political organizations; and 

5) Economic factors affecting educational funding. 
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The second body of data consisted of questionnaires 

which were distributed to secondary teachers in Brazil and 

in the United States. Responses to questions about job 

satisfaction and professional status were analyzed using 

both quantitative and qualitative techniques. Quantitative 

analyses indicated that low pay was the most important 

factor affecting job satisfaction for both Brazilian and 

American teachers. Differences in the ranking of other 

factors affecting job satisfaction were found to be 

statistically significant. Significant differences were 

also found in the ranking of occupational prestige by the 

two groups of teachers. Elementary teachers were ranked 

significantly lower by Brazilian teachers, while university 

professors and school principals were ranked significantly 

higher by American teachers. The ranking of secondary 

teachers was almost the same for both groups of teachers. 

Responses to a question about factors affecting the 

profession of secondary teaching ind;cated that there was 

consensus between the Brazilian and American teachers for 



most factors. The only significant difference in ranking 

was for the effect of parental cooperation. American 

teachers felt that it had had more effect on secondary 

education than did Brazilian teachers. 
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Four open-ended questions asked the teachers to 

respond to questions about their choice of profession, 

perceptions of secondary teaching, and the effectiveness of 

secondary educational organizations. The majority of both 

Brazilian and American teachers indicated that professional 

commitment was the basis of their career choice. A very 

small percentage of both Brazilian and American teachers 

were unhappy with their choice. When asked how their 

friends viewed the profession of secondary teaching, 

Brazilian teachers were more likely to indicate that their 

friends had a negative opinion of their profession. 

Responses to a question about the effectiveness of 

secondary educational organizations show that the majority 

of both Brazilian and American teachers felt that they had 

been effective. However, Brazilian teachers were 

signlficantly more likely to feel that these organizations 

had had little or no effect. 

Qualitative analyses of three questions revealed 

patterns of cultural differences between the Brazilian and 

American teachers. When asked about their choice of 

profession, American teachers responded to the secondary 

aspect of their choice. They focused on the fact that they 

· ~. 
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were to teach a particular subject at the secondary level. 

Brazilian teachers responded to the question in terms of a 

general choice to teach rather than to the specific aspect 

of education. Responses to a question about perceptions 

that their friends had of secondary teaching revealed that 

American teachers felt their job was seen as poorly paid but 

easy to do. Brazilian teachers were more concerned that 

their profession was seen as having low social status and 

prestige. American teachers felt that secondary educational 

organizations had functioned more as unions than as 

professional groups. They felt this contributed to the bad 

image of their profession. Brazilian teachers felt these 

groups had been more effective in improving secondary 

education than did the American teachers. 

Effects of Historical Trends and Cultural Factors 
on the Development of Secondary Teaching Professions 

The data which were described in Chapters 3' and 4 have 

revealed a number of differences between the Brazilian and 

American secondary teaching professions. A review of 

literature describing the history of Brazilian secondary 

education indicated that political forces have strongly 

influenced the development of t~e educational system and 

teaching profession. A series of political reforms and 

revolutions was accompanied by a series of plans for the 

reorganization of the educational system. The American 

political system has also influenced the development of 
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secondary education and secondary teaching, but in a 

different way. In the United states, states' rights have 

been a major political force shaping secondary teaching. 

Each state sets its own requirements for teacher 

certification. While there is much similarity from state to 

state in teacher training and certification, the secondary 

teaching profession in the United States has not been 

characterized by the degree of centralization and uniformity 

found in Brazil. 

Responses to questionnaires about job satisfaction 

and professional status indicated that Brazilian and 

American teachers had different cultural values about 

educational and social issues. While both groups considered 

themselves underpaid and overworked, they conceptualized 

their job status very differently. Brazilian teachers were 

more concerned with social aspects of their status (low 

prestige and lack of opportunities to advance), while 

American teachers were more concerned with economic aspects 

(salary, etc.) of their profession. These attitudes may be 

related to differences in the motivations underlying the 

teachers' career choice. A number of the American teachers 

indicated that they had entered secondary teaching as a way 

to apply their knowledge of and commitment to a particular 

subject matter. Their commitment was less to education than 

it was to a particular subject. Brazilian teachers were 

more idealistic about their choice of profession. 
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Implications of Results 

The results of this study have important 

implications for professionals in the fields of secondary 

education and teacher education. It is clear from the 

review of the history of education in these two countries 

that historical and cultural forces have strongly shaped the 

professions of secondary teaching. Secondary teachers need 

to be made aware of the historical and contemporary forces 

influencing their profession. The educational system and 

teaching profession must be viewed in cultural context if 

educational and occupational reforms are to be effective. 

The curricula of colleges of education should include 

courses which foster the development of such perspectives. 

Responses to the questionnaires suggested that many teachers 

were unprepared for the economic and social realities of 

their career choices. Students in departments of secondary 

education should be encouraged to talk with veteran 

teachers about the realities of the teaching profession. 

Direct~ons for Future Research 

The results of this study have raised several 

areas of concern which should be addressed by future 

research studies. Further comparative studies of secondary 

education are necessary in order to identify cross-cultural 

processes affecting the development of secondary education. 

Response~ to the Brazilian and American teacher 
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questionnaires indicated that the responsibility of the 

school for moral and social education is very different in 

these two societies. Future research should also address 

the role played by the school and by the family in moral and 

social education in these countries. Another promising area 

for future research which was identified through the 

questionnaires is the relationship of secondary teachers to 

school administrators and fellow teachers. Case studies of 

the relationship among school staff need to be done for both 

Brazil and the United States in order to determine how these 

relationships are different. Alt~ough Brazil claims to have 

a decentralized education system, it becomes apparent that 

there is a different concept of centralization in the United 

States and Brazil. A future study of these contrasting 

concepts of decentralization would lead to a greater 

understanding of differences and commonalities of these two 

education systems. 
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